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File Share

https://www.prontocloud.com.au/


Enable  
frictionless teams
Along with Pronto Xi ERP, Pronto Cloud 
File Share keeps everyone on the same 
page and enables business processes to 
flow smoothly. With a flexible and highly 
configurable content collaboration 
platform, teams can focus on growing 
the business while critical information 
stays updated and secure in the cloud.

Access anytime,  
anywhere
Pronto Cloud File Share works  
seamlessly with Quicklinks and Pronto Xi 
Trueform Neo, integrating natively 
into automated workflows. All linked 
documents, including purchase and 
sales orders, invoices and quotations 
are automatically stored and securely 
accessed from any device. To maintain 
confidentiality or manage role-specific  
access, the authorisation to view, download  
or amend files can be configured 
according to rules set up in Pronto Xi.

Pronto Cloud File Share is also deployed 
in the same secure virtual space as 
the Pronto Xi instance of a business. 
This co-location provides the flexibility 
to manage upgrades and achieve 
scalable performance.

Centralise  
content
Files that are dropped into  
the folder are instantly uploaded to 
Pronto Cloud File Share. As staff continue 
to work on these files, synchronisation 
happens in the background, eliminating 
the need for multiple local copies. This 
puts a stop to the time-consuming 
hunt for the right file – and the 
complex process of maintaining 
versions. Pronto Cloud File Share 
simplifies the collaboration process, 
making everyone more productive.

Work  
smarter
The ability to post comments on 
files and tag them, makes search 
and retrieval easier – removing two 
key obstacles to collaboration. Files 
can be shared internally with team 
members or externally, secured by 
a password. With built-in access 
controls, file group management 
and configurable notifications, 
Pronto Cloud File Share is an enterprise-
level solution that is customised 
to suit individual organisations – 
resulting in accelerated efficiency.

About Pronto Cloud

Pronto Cloud is a division of Pronto Software – the Australian developer of Pronto Xi ERP and analytics 
software. Specialised in cloud applications and storage, platform services and disaster recovery,  
Pronto Cloud delivers the IT infrastructure of both Pronto Xi customers and other businesses. With certified, 
high availability tier 4 data centres, Pronto Cloud provides resilient, secure, flexible and maintenance-free 
managed cloud computing services. For more information, please visit: prontocloud.com.au
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Poor document management leads to unnecessary errors and 
rework – causing frustration and reducing team performance. 
Most business documents follow a standard journey – they 
are created, reviewed, annotated, shared over emails, stored 
on devices or online and printed. All this until a new version is 
created and then it starts all over again. As teams collaborate 
within or across departments – and with external stakeholders 
such as customers, multiple files are simultaneously created 
with varying levels of urgency and confidentiality. Managing 
this process is chaotic and risk-prone. Learn how Pronto Cloud 
File Share helps teams collaborate without barriers.

Pronto Cloud 
File Share is  
a secure, 
cloud-based 
content 
collaboration 
platform 
that enables 
teams to work 
together on 
documents, 
images, videos 
and more – 
from wherever 
they are.
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Contact us to learn how Pronto Cloud File Share can benefit your business.
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